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Subject: Appeal updates on appeals dismissed over Special Master mo�on, re: child rape and murder
blackmail
From: ROBERTA HILL <rbhill67@comcast.net>
Date: 9/2/2022, 2:11 AM
To: Lin Wood <lwood@linwoodlaw.com>, Lin Wood <lwood@ﬁghtback.law>
CC: Kenstella <kenstella@comcast.net>, "kenstella2005@comcast.net"
<kenstella2005@comcast.net>, "stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl"
<stanleybolten@jus�ceforuswgo.nl>, "usancm.ecfcentral@usdoj.gov"
<usancm.ecfcentral@usdoj.gov>, "Anand.Ramaswamy@usdoj.gov"
<Anand.Ramaswamy@usdoj.gov>, "angela.miller@usdoj.gov" <angela.miller@usdoj.gov>,
"john.alsup@usdoj.gov" <john.alsup@usdoj.gov>, "morgan.reece@usdoj.gov"
<morgan.reece@usdoj.gov>, "Na�onalFile@Protonmail.com" <Na�onalFile@Protonmail.com>,
"VeritasTips@protonmail.com" <VeritasTips@protonmail.com>, "info@projectveritas.com"
<info@projectveritas.com>, "�ps@projectveritas.com" <�ps@projectveritas.com>
Attorney Lin Wood,
My son Brian D. Hill is ready to mail out this Petition for rehearing to be filed before the 14-day
deadline. The corrupt Fourth Circuit under the Dishonorable Chief Justice John Roberts assigned
over this circuit (who may or may not be blackmailed) has dismissed both interlocutory appeals
after the judge repeatedly refused to appoint a Special Master to subpoena you and request a copy
of the alleged blackmail videos from your source/sources. So, the court is afraid that if your
source/sources have any possible actual blackmail videos of the child rape and murder, it will
damage the federal judiciary forever in the public's view of the trustworthiness of the federal courts.
However, my son is being held hostage by the corrupt federal judiciary. They deprived him of his
constitutional right to a jury trial despite the Haymond decision in 2019 by the U.S. Supreme Court
helping out a serial child pornographer (referring to Andre Haymond). They destroyed discovery
materials and refuse to let any private lawyer review through the discovery materials proving that
the alleged CP was downloading for 11 months when my son never had his computer. They
destroyed them and violated Brady rights. They covered up hospital laboratory results, doctored up
a federal court transcript by omitting a witness statement from Officer Robert Jones who said under
oath that Brian wasn't obscene which destroys the element of guilt concerning the obscenity
requirement. This same officer charged Brian with making an obscene display but later admitted
under oath that he was not being obscene. Attorney Renorda Pryor refusing to respond to inquiries
from my son despite the pending 2255 case, she has turned as well like a turncoat. Fraud and
judicial conspiracy and corruption by this corrupt federal judge doctoring a transcript and
obstructing justice for the corruption and wicked holding my son hostage. The feds have committed
one crime after another, and the federal judges act like my son is a danger to the community but is
a virgin, never raped, never was charged with assault, and never molested. Yet the U.S. Attorney is
okay with judges raping children because they fear that it will damage their past successful
prosecutions/persecutions on constitutional and impartiality grounds. They rather allow judges to be
blackmailed with child rape and murder, they rather allow politicians to be allowed to rape children
while calling President Trump the enemy of the people or the enemy of democracy. The U.S.
Attorneys are corrupt because they are appointed by compromised Presidents like Bill Clinton who
appoint or hire corrupt Yes-men. Ripley Rand was corrupt, Ramaswamy is corrupt, they all are
corrupt. Angela Miller is probably corrupt, they all are. My son wants this blackmail issue to be
publicly debated and wants these corrupt judges to step down.
My son plans on pushing this all of the way to SCOTUS and will demand recusal of John Roberts
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from participation from his case by a motion for the chief justice to recuse himself from my son's
case due to the alleged information you brought up which is in the case records and argued in
appeal briefs. John Roberts will have no choice but to grant my son's motion for recusal if it goes
up to SCOTUS. It will likely get media attention for my son to demand recusal of John Roberts.
Brian is being held hostage by this judiciary and he will continually be held hostage by these
criminals in high places. Until they are arrested and removed from office for their heinous crimes
and abuses of power. This corruption and child molesters running our Federal Government will
continue, people will lose everything, and our infrastructure will fall to ruin. Many people will die
from the DEMOCIDE (death caused by government) corruption and malfeasance by our own
federal government. What a shame that the United States Government is acting as an enemy of
the people, throws innocent people in jail, calls my autistic son a danger to society when he is a
virgin and never raped. The federal government is a nightmare of evil and wicked people. The DOJ
is full of wicked and evil people and hold no merit.
You may review the Petition for rehearing, but my son has made the decision to put you as
the focal point for why the appeals were wrongfully dismissed when all my son ever asked
for was a Special Master who was not blackmailed and is not compromised by the DOJ and
FBI criminal scum, because you are the legal proxy advocating for the credible people who
have the alleged blackmail videos and protecting their identity/identities. My son is still very
angry and wants the blackmailers to be shut down, and their child rape collection to be turned over
to serious law enforcement personnel who are willing to risk their lives to shut down the thuggish
blackmail rings. Shutting down the blackmail rings will restore the United States District Courts and
federal judges will finally respect the rule of law once again. Time for holding these criminals
accountable in our courts has long been passed for a few decades. It is time for the fall of the New
World Order, not the fall of the republic. My son wants an end to the DOJ corruption and FBI
corruption. He wants the corrupt federal judges to stop being corrupt. Brian wants this to end
once and for all. He wants justice, peace, and law and order, not law of the corrupt and
wicked.
God bless you Attorney Lin Wood,
Roberta Hill
310 Forest Street, Apt. 1
Martinsville, Virginia 24112
on behalf of:
Brian D. Hill
310 Forest Street, Apt. 2
Martinsville, Virginia 24112
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